
امتحان زبان        مدرسه ومووه امام حسیه                   دوازدهم اوساوی         تربت حیدریه         ووبت اول  

1. Which sentence is correct? 

 

a. Pass me the salt, won't you? 

b. Pass me the salt, don't you? 

c. Pass me the salt, do you? 

d. Pass me the salt, isn't it? 

 

2. The woman to ----------- we spoke had travelled around the world. 

 

a) who 

b) which 

c) whom 

d) them 

 

3. Do you think that more money ………. on education? 

 

a) should spend 

b) can spend 

c) must spend 

d) should be spent 

 

4. The party starts at eight o'clock, ……………….? 

 

a. isn't it 
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b. doesn't it  

c. does it 

d. is it 

 

5. There's a dictionary on the shelf, ……………….? 

 

a. isn't it 

b. isn't there 

c. aren't there 

d. is there 

 

6. I'm early, ……………….? 

 

a. isn't I 

b. aren't I 

c. are I 

d. am I 

 

7. The computer......... used since a long time ago. 

 

a) isn’t being 

b) will not be 

c) hadn’t been 

d) hasn’t been 
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8. This stone bridge ……….  last year. 

 

a) has repaired 

b) has been repaired 

c) was repaired 

d) is being repaired 

 

 

 

9. She worked for a small Internet Company ……… . 

 

a) for books to sell  

b) that sold books 

c) sold books 

d) which it sold books 

 

10. Mrs. Hamidi has written a book about the plants in the forests of Iran. The book ………. actually ……… 

last year has attracted a lot of attention. 

 

a) which – published 

b) was – published 

c) has – published 

d) that – was published 

 

11. Hamid always …………………..…………. his life with Reza’s life. 

1. supports 
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2. compares 

3. defines 

4. communicates 

 

12. I picked up a cricket and ………………………… it gently.  

 

1. allowed 

2. informed 

3. attacked 

4. held 

 

13. My teacher asked me to ………………………… the important words in red. 

1. highlight 

2. pronounce 

3. transmit 

4. combine 

 

14. The doctor told me to remember to ………………………… my breathing exercises every day. 

1. make 

2. do 

3. put  

4. Hold 

 

15. Odd word out.    است؟ کدام نامرتبط ی کلمه  

a) culture 
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b) heritage 

c) custom 

d) decrease 

 

است؟ کدام زیر ریخته هم به های کلمه مجهول شکل .16  

 always / I / keep / in the fridge / the butter / 

a. In the fridge is always kept by me. 

b. The butter is always kept in the fridge. 

c. The butter is in the fridge by me. 

d. The butter is in the fridge kept by me. 

 

است؟ کدام زیر ی جمله دو شده ترکیب شکل .17  

We saw some people. Their car had broken down. 

 

a. We saw some people whom their car had broken down. 

b. We saw some people who their car had broken down. 

c. We saw some people whose their car had broken down. 

d. We saw some people whose car had broken down. 

 

Reading 

 

The cheetah, which is a large cat, is a good hunter and the fastest animal on earth. Cheetahs have two 

main habitats - grasslands and deserts in Africa and Asia. African cheetahs have enough space and food 

to survive in large numbers. But Asiatic cheetahs are an endangered species. According to one scientist, 

there are only a few hundred left in the world. The last Asiatic cheetah in captivity was 9-year-old 

Marita. She was found as a cub and raised by zookeepers. 
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     The biggest enemy to the Asiatic cheetah's survival is its human predators, Hunters go into protected 

areas to catch them. Their speeding cars run over the cats. They also hunt gazelles, foxes, and hares the 

cheetah's primary food. (Some gazelles are as rare as cheetahs.) Farmers kill the big cats when they 

invade farms looking for food. Iran is the country with the most Asiatic cheetahs. The animals are safe in 

a large wildlife area supported by the Iranian government. But cheetahs avoid people, so they are very 

hard to spot even there. Scientists know when a cheetah is in an area by its tracks. Those large paw 

prints are all most researchers ever see of a cheetah. But scientists are happy anyway. They hope to see 

more and more tracks as the cheetah population grows. 

 

18. The word habitats" in paragraph one is closest in meaning to ………. . 

1) kinds of children 

2) food and drink 

[۱۰:۲۰, ۱۳۹۹/۱۰/۲۵] +98 935 332 1655: 3) places to live 

4) habits or hobbies 

 

19. According to the passage, it is NOT true that Asiatic cheetahs ………. . 

1) are an endangered species 

2) are supported by the Iranian government 

3) are being protected against hunters 

4) are found in large numbers 

 

20. It is stated in the passage that Iranian Cheetahs ………. . 

1) are easily spotted by people 

2) do not leave any tracks behind  

3) are not safe in Iran 

4) do not like being among people 

 

21. The word "predator" in paragraph 2 can be replaced by………. . 
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1) food 

2) hunter 

3) animal 

4) area 

 

Cloze test. Choose the best answer. 3           )کنید انتخاب را گزینه بهترین )   

The word "ambulant" means "walking" and comes from the Latin ambulare meaning to walk. The first 

ambulances were indeed "walking" hospitals, which followed armies around in order to give .......... aid 

to those wounded in battle. The French ..........  ambulance wagons towards the end of the 18th century. 

During the Crimean War, wagons .......... by men or horses took the wounded to hospital.2 

 

22.  

a. previous – forwarded - launched 

b. speedy – introduced - drawn 

c. flexible – located - increased 
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